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ABSTRACT

The unperturbed s e p a r a t r i x c ross ing driven by a s ingle wave in a

tokamak plasma i s d i scussed . The s epa ra t r i x cross ing i s followed by a

mixing process , and a small-scale s t ruc tu re occurs In the d i s t r i b u t i o n

function in ii-41 p lane . The separa t r ix crossing i s a convective process

in h-i|) Plane, and the re i s a de f in i t e crossing channel. The convective

flux and the net flux in h-d i rec t ion are ca lcula ted . The separa t r ix

crossing i s accompanied by a r ad ia l f lux , which i s composed of a d i r ec t iona l

flux and a diffusion f lux.

HIRAMARE - TRIESTE
May 1987

1. INTRODUCTION

In a Lukuiak In high teiperature regiies soie properties of

the plasaa are strongly dependent on the appearance of the trans-

forts between the trapped and passing particles. Such unperturbed

separatrix crossing are usually driven by Couloab collisions,

turbulence.etc.(Galeev and Sagdeev,1988i Dobrovolny, Orefice and

Pozzoli. 1073; Casati and Lazzaro. 1981; Hastings.1984)

In this paper, we point out that the stochastic transforms

across the trapped/passing boundary lay be driven by a single

wave, i.e., they aay occur in a dynaaic systea. The lechanisa of

the unperturbed separatrix crossing is concerned with the dynaaic

stochasticity (Chirikov, 1979; Escande, 1965). Based on a simpli-

fied dynaiic lodel of the toroidal plasia interacting with a single

wave, we discuss the characteristics of the wave-driven separatrix

crossing, especially the behaviors of the transitional particles,

which are the particles situated in the crossing stages.

This work was aotivated by that the effects of interaction

of the toroidal plasaa with the waves are getting increasingly

important. In addition, the separatrix crossing effects are also

noticeable in a series of important probleas (Tennyson. Cary and

Escande. 1086).

In Sec.2. we give a dynaaic aodel for our systea, in Sec.3.

the processes of unperturbed separatrix crossing are discussed, in

Sec.4. the channel and the flux of the separatrix crossing are

investigated, in Sec.5. a saall-scale structure In the distribution

function is obtained, in Sec.6. the radial flux of the transitional

particles is calculated, and the conclusions are sufiarlzed in Sec,7.

• To be submitted for publication.

*• Permanent address:Department of Physics, Peking University, Beijing,
People's Republic of China.
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2. DYNAMIC MODEL

The Minatic field U given In toroidal coodinates ( T, $

Tb -
where

' Is 3^0

• Th« electrostatic wave is described byand

Assu.ing

where // and X stand Tor the longitudinal and perpendicular coi-

ponents, respectively, the lotion equations of an electron (naas

and charge - £ ) can be obtained In drift approxiaetIon as

it

vhere

(3)

(M

(5)

v

\l. in R.II.S. of eq.(4) is the initial phase of the *ave at 0* 0 .

Eq. (5) describes the radial aotion of the particle.

The effective Haailtonian corresponding to eqs.(3) and (4)

aay be written in the following fora

(6)

Such a kind of dynaaic systea has been extensively discussed In

the field of dynaaic stochasticlty. In the vicinity of the unperturbed

separatrix -£ - j./e _ | ( ? )

the aotion of the particle aay ba described by the following aapplng

equations

!'( f (8)

(9)

where Lare the values of ^ taking at $:tXor at the turnlni points

and ">̂  are the phase of the wave at 0* 0 where the particle Is Just

folng through, 5,-£ I are the signs of V' • iZf are the period of

passing particle or the half period of trapped particle

(12)

A ts Melntkov-Arnold Integral (Chirikov. 1079), and

(13)



are the avorage radial positions of the particle,

An important character of the Mapping equations (8)-(ll) is the

presence of a series of resonance lines in ̂ f_ iji plane:

. ill rt /y)* me
where yL is an interger. The density of the resonance lines increases

infinitely as the unperturbed separatrix is reached. The resonance

lines play an important role in the lapping. The crossing points of

the resonance lines with 1 ines y r 0 or y = 1 Jl are the fixed points of

the lapping. The »ap of a curve ^ = constant is strongly dependent

on the nuabers of the resonance lines in the region [%-&y fl,t&\,

where

In Fig.l, we show the lap of a resonance line for various cases:

^ is lhe

interval between adjacent resonance lines, and we assuie g> > 0 .

Because M i * 1 * ^ / / ] ^ ^>\<c\ as > W j -the change of ^ takes

place aainly for ]/~?0 case. The lapping equations (8)-(10) reduce to

i'= i -15 s,-n y t

A X.

(16)

(IT)

whcri;

&x!= A «') in

Mi')s
f i (18)
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Fig.l.The taps of resonances lines.

(a) \\,-)O li]fn.>6 • ^'Bxis stands for the resonance linert =

'b'tt-'7 i ̂ fit*-0 </lfn/> V^al('s stands for the resonance

'c' H'vfO ' /if | < B "
c u r v e l stands for the resonance line

3,THE UNPERTURBED SEPARATRIX CROSSING

The separatrix crossing driven by a single wave is related to

the presence of a stochastic region across the unpertubed separatrix.

When J3 *•/ • the vidth of the stochastic region lay be estimated at

Af ,̂ i/g (for J i J in region ~fi_7O ). Our numerical calculations show

that the correlation effect is unimportant In the central part of

the stochastic region, and the aotion of the particle in if-yplane

is Harkovian, approxiiately. Ve can introduce a local diffusion

coefficiently in ̂ -direction to describe the motion. We have

P. = £ (19)

4 At ,
for ^ ) 0 w i t h ^ t | and i i ^ ^ a n d J ) 9 - 0 for f.)o vlth ^ « - / .

i t in R.H.S. of eq.(19) is given by eq.(lS). Fro» eqs. (19) and (16).

we can see that P u decreases when ^ closes in on the separatrix ?{- 0,

How ve consider an enseable of particles with initial distribu-

tion function

fa (20)



Let fl be the number of periods, after which the separatrlx crossing

occurs. The enseable average of |V is denoted by (}!}• In order to

calculate ipj) ve use an averace diffusion coefficient pt , which

Is the averace value of J£ given by eq.(lO), and ve estiute

approximately

whereat ts the average period over the region froa H^{, to

and ve have

it =*C H i " -
Froa eq.(21), we obtain

(21)

__ , (22)

" 2 P. ^

In our nuaerlcal calculations, the average value 4.fJ)Is calculated

for half of the particles In enseible, which cross the separatrlx

earlier than the others. In Fig.2. we show the nuaerlcal results of </V>

and those given by eq.(22).

Fit.2, Comparison of the nueorlca! results of

with those given by eq. (22) (dotted line), 0 = o,

(crosses)

Froa Fig.2. we can see that<^>^>[ for the post part of the

slochusLic region where the Ini t ia l value \ f is localized. It aeans

- 7 -

that in these regions the action of particles still aaintains the

basic pattern of the trapped or passing particles. However, there Is

a layer with width A £ * . Q across the separatrlx. where ^ ft/ )>«- | .

For these particles, on an average, the separatrlx crossing occurs in

a duration shorter than the bounce period. Then, these particles are

neither trapped nor passing particles, and they aay be called thu

transitional particles. The stngle-wave-Induced transitional particles

and transitional layer are different froa those induced by Couloab

collisions in neoclassical theory.

The characteristics of the separatrlx crossing are aainly

related to the behaviors above-aentioned anomalous transitional parti-

cles.

4. CHANNEL AND FLUX OF THE SEPARATEIX CROSSING

For our dynaaic aystea, the stochastic unperturbed separatrix

crossing Is not a "pure* randoa process. Here, we point out that

there Is a definite crossing channel In ̂ -"^ plane shown In Fig.3

(for the case of B?tf). The crossing channel In ̂ -y< plane is the

area surrounded by the curves jf-0 and •£• fj^i,ti. and it ts coaposed

of two parts. I.e. D-channel and U-channel. A particle crosses the

unperturbed scparatrlx froa the trapped region i H<0) to the passing

region ("fi?0) via It-channel, and the inverse crossing Is via

D-channcl.

-8-



Fig.3. The crossing channel ( D-channe! and U-channel) in -̂

plane.

In Fig.4, *e show the lap of D-channel. i.e. the distribution

of the particles, which have just crossed the separatrix froi

D-channel to the region \<0 .

Fig.4.The lap of D-channel.

In order to illustrate Lite distribution of the particles after

separatrix crossing via the channel clearly, we use an auxiliary

picture, i.e., the tap of a line segient V - y , t S A K ^ J ? & Z 0

given in Fig.5. The lap of this line segment extends In It-direction

infinitely and distributes over the whole region - Jt < ^ &. Jt ,

o .2. •/ £ — QStrt. "^ . Such a picture is due to that the original

line segient crosses with infinitely great nuiber of the resonance

lines, and the tap of the line segient between adjacent crossed

points is a line segient extended over the region - 7t £ ~f £ K .

If there is another line segient y = /„ , [}S^.y>t'? f ?o in D-channel

near the original line segient, the asps of both line segients will

have siiilar structure, and they will distribute in /-y-plane

alternately. This leans that the unperturbed separatrix crossing is

followed by an infinite lixing process. Such a aixing is closely

relatud to the dynaiic stochastictty. In fact, because A J ^ -V ~j-j IK]

-0-

the living condition ^ 7 f H < i p » » y be rewritten a s J ^ / ^ Z f . , which

coincides with the stochastlcity condition approxlaately. However.

the aixing related to the separatrix crossing is typical and strongest.

Fig.5, The aap of the tine segient ^e 2- / ZO.

How we calculate the flux of unperturbed separatrix crossing

driven by a single wave. Froi eqs.(8) and (12) the interval between

-£ and its lap £ is

Let T be the flux froi region -/>oto -&<Q via D-channel, and

U-channel. Ve havethe ftux froi region ^ < 0 to

>s the distribution function

and

Where

-10-



•Yj are the intensity of convecttve flow across the soparatrix

fis-O ln "£ "direction In^-^plane and the net flux Is

If the distribution function lay be expressed as

approxiaately. we have

T ~ T e

In the zero-order, where

. f •; < T >

6

^ 7 - > =

The order of aatnitjde of

where ^ x ^ i s the averace period (half period for region

particles in the channel) *e have

From eqs. (28), (30) and (3D, *e obtain the convectlvc flux

and the net Dux laj be calculated Troa cqs. (24)-(27)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

) of

(3D

(32)

where

'= - Cf JTtft'l

which aay be estlaated by

then

(33)

(3b)

4 * r

Eq.OB) leans that the net flux is a diffusion-like flux in

(35)

(36)

^-direction, and the diffusion coefficient is

ln preceding discussions we have assuaed that ft(-() Is a saooth

function. However, we will point out that there is a coaplex saall-

scale structure in the distribution function. So the above-aentioned

expressions for the flux Bust be understood In the aeening of the

coarse-grained average.

5.SMALL-SCALE STKHCTURE IK THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

The sapping described by eqs.(8)-(l1) Is area-conserved In

plane, 1 .e.

-11- - 1 2 -



where

if,' - if-

(37)

(35)

(3.9)

and

tfe have neglected the change of -£ when ^f= — 2 .

The evolution equation of the distribution function «ay be

deduced fro» eqs. (37)-(40):

where ̂ z 's the function of X. Ve nov split off froi distribution

funtion a te n J,i. ^ ) being independent of Y and C ,>e thus put

Froi eqs. (41) and (42). ve get

j
Eq, (43) shovs that ve can split ofr fro« j, {•{,*?,*)* t e n

, fy-tAr

which is independent of tiae. If the function •[*!£) Is siooth enough

we have

(1 .5)

-13 -

upproxiaaloly. Because (^ -tP*t) is the lost sensitive factor in the

R.H.S. of eq.(44) or (45), J/e(i/ V1 > shows a special structure in

-J _ \L plane. The contour lines are given by equation

= const (1*6)

The period of A , is J/[. in ^.-direction. and in / -d i rect ion ^ j has

a quasi-periodic structure, the period is nearly equal to

J 1 J - J \

where

(itT)

(1*8)

When J_}Q . the period a ^ - j o . If f»iiL) has a finite slope in the

vicinity of - £ ^ o , fio will have a finite osci I latins aapl itude

a f,.«- I {s(») \i I • Then , in the vicinity of the separatrix, -fl0 aay
} " [I \ J

have a strons-osciIlating short-period structure.

The above-aentioned tiie-independent saall-scale structure in

the distribution function in j^-l^- plane is driven by the zero-order

slope of the distribution function. The aechanisa aay be attributed

to the strong itxing process of the area-conserved lapping in the

vicinity of the unperturbed separatrix. In principle, the first-order

slope of distribution function lay drive the next order siall-scate

structure, and so on. So the distribution function will have a

infinitely coaplex structure. However, tho lowest order structure is

•ost important.

In Fig.B we give a sketch »ap showing the first-order s«all-

scale structure driven by thi; zero-oriior slope of the distribution

-14-



function . Fig.8 (a) shows the Inhoioiieneous part of the zero-order

distribution function, and Fig.8 (b) lives the Baps of those points.

Froa Fig.6 (b), ve can sec that the slope of the distribution function

is reserved rough I j in the leaning of coarse-grained average, however,

a saall-scale quasi-periodic structure appears tn the distribution

function.

Fig.8. The sketch aap of the small-scale structure In distribution

function in /-^ plane.

(a) The inhoaoteneous part of the zero-order distribution function.

(b) The saall-scale structure in the distribution function.

S.TIIE RADIAL FLUX

Eq.{11) shows that the unperturbed separatrix crossing is

accompanied by a displacement of the average radial position of the

particle:

1]* ( t- J>* (4 fi'))sjH t , (1.9)

For the separatrix crossing via D-channel ( f <.o)

- z (50)

-15-

and for the separatrix crossing via U-channel ( jit. e,-fr'?o

(51)

Because the sepsratrix crossing Is a convective process, froa eqs.(50)

and (51), the radial aotlon is also convective.

No* let us assuie the zero-order distribution function be also

dependent on the average radial position V : fesf'' *•}'*•}> *»d & be

independent of y . Then the fluxes of separatrix crossing nil I be

dependent on y •• J y i y j and JuVf) . Fro« eos. (32). (3B). (SO) and (51)

we obtain the expression for net radial flux as

P =
where

and

(52)

(53)

p -

c r y J "~

f, ty, -i )= n tyt }d ) , <55>
where ji Is the density of the particles. The radial fluxes aay be

vhere £T ? •» given by eq.(31). Let

expressed by the diaenslonal quantities as

7T (56)

and

-15-



(57)

where

(58)

< r >

is a diffusion flux, which is proportional to

J

Then, the radial flux is composed of two parts, p is a directional

ftux. which is proportional to the slope of distribution function

in ̂  -direction: and

the gradient of the density "* I&T and the radial diffusion coefficient

J?j_ is given by eq.(58). The direction of f7, and lx are

determined by the signs of y^jjand jdCC, respectively. Comparing

eqs. (53) and (54). we get

r. n h
(59)

i.e., the ratio ' >/p is related to the ratio of the change rate of

in -£ -direction (with unit 8 ) to that in f -direction (with unit

Coaparing vith the neoclassical diffusion coefficient

we obtain

Pj . y,

(6o)

(61.)

(: A <- x

- 1 7 -

where ) / < 6 'U*!$/?. and i t ) i s g iven by e q . ( 3 1 ) . I t i s poss ib le

tha t Pi/pf/c>>j f o r h i g h - t e i p e r a t u r e , l ow-dens i t y and strong-wave

r e g i a e s . For exaap le , i f we take 6 - a - l , I z } , H-l" n'U/0 e - i

7. CONCLUSION

In a tokaaak plasaa interacting with a single wave, the stocha-

stic transforms across the trapped / passing boundary Bay be driven

by a single wave. Ruch unperturbed separatrix crossing is related to the

dyneaic stochasticily. and an anomalous transitional layer occurs

in the vicinity of the separatrix. The separatrix crossing is followed

by a lining process, which leads to a saall-scale structure in the

distribution function in TC1 V-plane in the presence of the slope of

the distribution function in % -direction. The separatrix crossing

is a convective process via a definite channel in f^ -if plane, we have

calculated the convective flux and the net flux in "^-direction in

- / - V Plane. The separatrix crossing is accompanied by a radial flux,

which is composed of a directional flux and a diffusion flux.
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